
Your thoughts 
are not fact

Just because your thoughts are existing or

present, does not make them necessarily true.

Thoughts are actually mental events that spring

up in your mind and are largely dependant on

your mood. This exercise is a helpful tool in

capturing your thoughts and processing them in

an intentional way.  
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So next time your catch your mind jumping to a conclusion that is

going to inevitably send in you into a spiral of messy thoughts that may

lead toward depression or anxiety, check to see where your head was

at the time of that interpretation. What just occurred prior? There may

be some clues as to why the interpretation was made that way.
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when stuck with a negative thought.
4 QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF
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*as seen in Uncovering Happiness by Elisha Goldstein.

Is it true?1.

2. Is it 100% true?

3. How does this 
thought make

 me feel?

4. What would it be 
like if I didn't hold 

this thought?

Imagine the possible benefits

to your relationships, energy

levels and motivation if you

didn't hold the current belief.

Notice any story-line you

are holding onto and name

your feelings.

Is this thought 100%

accurate? Can you see the

thought in a different way?

Often the answer seems to

be yes but this is the brains

initial reacting thought, an

autopilot reaction.
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In the clouds below, write in your answers as you
capture a negative thought.

YOUR TURN!

By putting some distance between you and your reactions, you change

your relationship with your thoughts. Rather than treating every thought

as fact, you can release them, watching them come and go.
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Is it true?1. 2. Is it 100% true?

3. How does this 
thought make

 me feel?

4. What would it be 
like if I didn't hold 

this thought?
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Thank you for downloading my free resource. I love
creating resources and sharing thoughts that will help
you grow and bloom.  

You can visit my website at www.emmawoodcock.com
for more resources and can contact me there. I'd love to
hear form you!

This document is for personal use only. You may print as
many times as you need.
Please refer others who would like to use this document to
my website: www.emmawoodcock.com
Please do not share, copy or distribute this work as your
own.
Please do not post online digitally or share publicly.
Please use this document in its entirety. Please do not extract
graphics or text for personal or commercial use.

Please be aware of the following terms:

Thank you for respecting my work and these boundaries.

Thank you

Just a few housekeeping notes:
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